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MINUTE OFruBY SELECTION

Call for contract of a Research Technician (Position 1)
Project "ERC'2020-COG-CHROMOSILENCE - 101002391"

At 10th of December 2023 meet, at 10.30, the jury selection formed by Dr. Raquel Oliveira,
Dr. Alexandra Tavares and Dr. Inês Milagre, responsible for analysing the applications to a
contrâct for a research technician, in the scope of the project ERC-2020-COG-
CHROMOSILENCE ' 10100239r, tunded by the ERC.

The call was open from 13 of November 2023 until 4 of December 2023. The jury
analysed the documents included in the application found attached to these minutes.

Name
Full

application

CV aad
preúous

experience
(60%)

Motivation
letter (20%)

Evaluation
únáx.80%)

I Francisca Jorge Yes 55 18

After considering the application, the jury decided that the candidate Francrsca
Jorge had a CV and previous experience that fulflll the majority of the requirements for
this position. Nevertheless, to strength the jury decision, the candidate was invited for
an interview that occurred in the 14th of December 2023. The final evaluation of the
canüdate was as follows:

Name
Full

application

CV and
previous

experience
(60%)

Motivation
letter (20%)

Interview
@o%)

Total

I Francisca
Jorge Yes 55 l8 19 92

After the interview, where the candidate presented her previous work and
motivation to develop this project to the jury, the jury decided by unanimity to hire the
candidate Francisca Jorge. The candidate was informed of the deliberations of the Jury
on the 14th December 2023 by email.

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting for which these minutes
were drawn up was closed and signed by all the members ofthe Jury.
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The call received I application that was classified with the following way:
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Oeiras, lSth of December 2023

Chair of the Jury Raquel Oliveira

Jury member 1 Dr. Alexandra Tavares
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Jury member 2 Dr. Inês Milagre
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